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The Epic of Greater Florida: Florida's
Global Past
by Robert Cassanello and Daniel S. Murphree
t the 1932 American Historical Association meeting in
Toronto, Canada, Herbert E. Bolton gave a prophetic yet
argely ignored address titled, "The Epic of Greater
America." In his speech, the AHA president pondered why there
was no major American history publication that placed the United
States' past within the context of the Western Hemisphere. Bolton
emphasized his point by exploiting the Eurocentric focus of the
profession at the time, noting that "European history cannot be
learned from books dealing alone with England, or France, or
Germany, or Italy, or Russia." He went on to say that historians
should not confine American history to the political boundaries of
nation-states or privilege the histories of Mexico, Canada, or the
United States due to their prominence in modern North America.
Bolton believed that colonial history appeared most conducive to
the approach he advocated but challenged nineteenth- and twentieth-century historians to adopt similar perspectives, hoping to
inspire them to dig deep into their sources and locate those connections in United States history that fit into a larger hemispheric
narrative.
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Some colonial historians eventually embraced Bolton's paradigm; others resisted. It would not be until the 1990s, however,
that historians of the nineteenth- and twen tieth-century United
States attempted to systematically challenge American exceptionalism as defined through the orthodoxy of political dominance,
territorial demarcations,and triumphant progress. Highlighted by
the recent publication by the Organization of American
Historians' "La Pietra Report" and Thomas Bender's edited collection titled Rethinking American Histo7y in a Global Age, historians
of all periods finally have started to promote a dialog that encourages new interpretive frameworks meant to compete with the
nation-state histories.* Still missing, though, is a corresponding
effort among state and local historians. Between the years of the
Bolton speech and the "La Pietra Report," scholars generally have
neglected the place of state and local history within these broader
frameworks and failed to address Bolton's original challenge.
Florida scholars have contributed to this neglect. Rather then
contemplate their areas of emphasis within the context of hemispheric perspectives, state and local historians with interests in the
peninsula have debated a much different set of questions over the
last half century. Chronological coverage and professional legitimacy stand out as chief concerns. In 1958, Hale G. Smith, Herbert
J. DohertyJr., and Charlton W. Tebeau noted that while there were
many publications dealing with Florida as a colonial possession,
few scholarly works pertaining to the region during the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries existed. Doherty suggested that professional historians ignored regional Florida studies, leaving amateur
historians to fill the gap with works that failed to transmit the true
significance and influence of the region. He called for scholars to
correct this imbalance and encouraged graduate students to
engage Florida's local history and work with amateur historians to
broadcast the importance of the field to a wider audience. Others
echoed the call for a reassessment. Charles W. Arnade sounded an
alarm of pessimism at the 1963 meeting of the Florida Historical
Society. He claimed that the profession in general, and regional
universities in particular, were turning their backs on Florida his2.
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tory. Arnade contended that the state's institutions of higher
learning offered fewer courses on the subject than they had in the
past, and historians whose research primarily concerned the
region often were denied tenure, promotion, and relevance in an
academic culture that regarded state and local history as merely
provincial and antiquarian.3 He questioned the survival of Florida
history in a higher education system that punished scholars who
investigated their own backyards.
Over forty years later, some of the fundamental concerns of
Smith, Doherty, Tebeau, and Arnade still persist. Anyone surveying recent Florida scholarship also would co~lcludethat Bolton's
vision still has not been embraced widely. The vast majority of
monographs published on the region continue to employ a local
or nation-state perspective, absent of hemispheric or global contexts. This is not to say that high quality scholarship on Florida history disappeared during these years. Especially in the past quarter
century, several outstanding works on the peninsula have achieved
distinction due to their revealing methodologies and interpretive
frameworks. In many ways, Florida history scholarship is more relevant today on a broader scale then ever before, and its authors are
key contributors to historiographic innovations within the profession as a whole. Nevertheless, many of the most insightful works
on the peninsula still are limited in impact because of continued
adherence to conventional periodization, political boundaries,
and population generalizations.
Such patterns are evident in all chronological fields of Florida
history. Most surprising, perhaps, is Bolton's limited influence on
scholarship related to the colonial era. In the 1960s and 1970s' historians produced dozens of important works dealing with settlement endeavors of Spanish, French, and British immigrants.
Along with more recent studies, these investigations have provided
abundant information, especially in regard to native peoples, chat. ~ few of these studies deal with
tel slaves, and colonial ~ a r f a r e But
3.

4.

Hale G. Smith, Herbert J. Doherty Jr., and Charlton W. Tebeau, "Florida
Bibliography and Historiography,"Fhidb Historical Quarter4 37 (winter 1958):
15677; Charles W. Arnade, "Recent Problems of Florida History," W d a
Historical Quarterly 42 (summer 1963): 1-15.
Among the most important works are Amy Turner Bushnell, Situado and
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(New York, 1994);Jane Landers, Black Society in Spanish Florida (Urbana, Ill.,
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peoples, communities, or activities that defied rigid imperial categories. Most concentrate on institutional, religious, economic,
and military endeavors and rarely probe social or cultural factors
that transcended political borders. Rather than compensate for
earlier deficiencies, Florida historians have largely abandoned the
colonial era, ceding it to anthropologists and archaeologists who
now dominate in terms of publications.
Similar themes characterize recent scholarship on nineteenthcentury Florida. Aside from a few brilliant depictions of plantation
life and cross-cultural warfare, academic works on the period
before the Civil War are few and far b e t ~ e e n .The
~ majority of
scholarly assessments continue to depict local settings and events
in a fashion similar to those described by Doherty and Arnade.
Investigations of the Civil War remain consistent with those produced forty years ago, especially in terms of military focus and
interpretive scale. There has been some promising work on the
lives of nineteenth-century Florida residents within the context of
the Florida frontier; however, those studies do not place those people within a larger context. In terms of the late nineteenth century, more works have been written on the lives of individual land
developers than on the impact their endeavors' had on the p e e
pling of the region. Largely missing are treatments of environmental and ecological transformations, or how the projects of land
developers connected Florida and its people to a wider world.
Engaging other regions of the United States through comparative
models, these works have expanded local assessments in light of
national narratives. Still, relatively little scholarship on the century as a whole has probed hemispheric connections or global
fi-ames of referenceO6

5.

6.

Few works on the era have garnered distinction among historians outside of
the state other than Edward Baptist, Creating an Old South: Middle Ruda's
Plantation Frontier before the Civil War (Chapel Hill, N.C., 2002);James Cusick,
The Other War of 1812: The Pahiot War and the Invasion of Spanish East Florida
(Gainesville, ma., 2003); Larry Rivers, Slavmy in Rmidu: Temitorial Days to
Emancipation (Gainesville, Fla., 2000),
There are few post-civil War social histories of Florida. Among them are Joe
M. Richardson, The Negro in Reconstruction Florida 1865-1877 (Tallahassee, Ha.,
1965);Jerrell H. Shofner, Nor it is Over Yet: f i d a in the Era of Reconstruction,
1863-1877 (Gainesville, Fla., 1974); Canter Brown Jr., H~nida'sPeace River
Frontier (Orlando, Fla., 1991); Robert P. Ingalls, Urban Vigilantes in the New
South: Tampa, 1882-1936 (Knoxville, Tenn., 1988).
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Global influences and comparative approaches are beginning
to appear more frequently in studies on twentieth-century Florida,
but these themes rarely surface in works dedicated to the years
prior to World War 11.' Yet, even in post-war investigations, global
themes are often treated as anomalies rather then thematic currents sweeping Florida. This is apparent in the multiple works on
specific Caribbean ethic groups inhabiting various South Florida
cities. Florida and its diverse sub-regions create a complex set of
problems for historians, which is probably why so many abandon
statewide studies for regional approaches like city-specific or
regional studies. Midway through the twentieth century, southeast
Florida culturally resembled more of a Caribbean region than the
Deep South, while travelers on US 441 could not tell they had
crossed the Georgia/Florida border until they noticed the Lake
City signs. Yet, at the dawn of the twenty-first century, one could
almost as easily locate a native Spanish speaker in Tallahassee as in
Miami, the only difference being that the Tallahassee resident
would have a Mexican or Central American accent and the Miami
resident would more than likely have a Caribbean or South
American accent. Florida has become a fork between two important hemispheric population shifts affecting North America, one
from Mexico and Central America and the other from the
Caribbean and South America. This is only one transnational
theme challenging Florida in the twenty-first ~entu1-y.~While
Bolton perceived the colonial period as the field of North
American history most apt for hemispheric frameworks, for
Florida the twentieth century may represent that same potential
for historians looking to exploit hemispheric connections to
recent Florida history.
Florida's state and local history represents a very important
bridge between proponents of the "La Pietra Report" and histori7. James B. Crooks, JacksonviUe AJter the Fire: 1901-1919, A Neu South City

8.

(Jacksonville, Fla., 1991); Gary Mormino and George E. Pozzetta, The
Immigrant WorM of Ybor City: Italians and their Latin Nkghbm in Tampa, 18851985 (Urbana, Ill., 1987), Maria Cristina Garcia, Havana USA: Cuban Exiles
and Cuban Americans in South Florida, 19591994 (Berkeley, Calif., 1996);
Raymond A. Mohl, "South of the South? Jews, Blacks and the Civil Rights
Movement in Miami,"Journal of A-can
Ethnic Hirtmy 18 (1999): 3-36.
For more on this process, consult Raymond A. Mohl, "Globalization,
Latinization, and the Nuevo South," J m a l of American Ethnic History 22
(2003): 3146; Leon Fink, The Maya of Motganton: Wmk and Community in the
Nuevo South (Chapel Hill, N.C., 2003).
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ans frustrated by those who believe that state and local history
offers nothing to a larger narrative. Throughout the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, Florida served as a gateway between the
United States and Caribbean in a variety of ways. Ideas, movements, and peoples have always been tied to global networks that
they helped to shape and which also shaped them. If historians are
serious about interpreting United States history from a global perspective, the role of Florida in these networks must be addressed
in substantially different ways than in the past. This special issue
of the lilmida Histmica1 Q u a ~ lisy designed to provide a framework
for Florida scholars and demonstrate options for better reinterpreting Florida's past within the context of interrelated regions.
The following articles also attempt to reconcile the visions of
Bolton, Tebeau, Amade, Bender, those who composed the La
Pietra Report, and countless others. Each essay offers a unique
interpretation of the peninsula and its historical relevance
through local, regional, and hemispheric contexts. Transnationalism serves as the unifyrng theme. Though each author has interpreted the term's meaning in their own ways, all have embraced its
emphasis on blurred boundaries, diverse peoples, overlapping
identities, and interconnected existences. More important, each
article presents a story largely absent of nation-state limitations or
linear expectations. The histories and futures of single colonial
powers or the United States are implicitly addressed but do not
function as the defining parameters of interpretation. Events, peoples, and movements are not evaluated in local, national, or international vacuums. The intersections of all provide the setting,
background, and conclusions for the topics covered.
Consequently, these authors conceive and depict Florida history
on both micro and macro levels. Populations and projects of
diverse locales and organizing systems all play a role.
Specifically, each article illustrates a distinctive strategy for
crafting transnational themes. In "Taking the State Out:
Seminoles and Creeks in Late Eighteenth-Century Florida,"
Andrew Frank employs an ethnohistorical framework for analyzing
native autonomy, settler reaction, and cross-cultural identity formation. Key to this analysis is the idea that scholars have for too
long placed imperial outposts (St. Augustine, Pensacola) at the
center of colonial dynamics and should instead focus on native
communities and the various cultural mediators that traveled back
and forth between them. Paraphrasing historian Daniel Richter,
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol84/iss1/3
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this attempt to face east toward European settlements rather than
west toward native communities, alters traditional understandings
of native-settler interaction and provides a different viewpoint on
singleempire spheres of hegemony?
SherryJohnson adopts an environmental lens of assessment in
"The St. Augustine Hurricane of 1811: Disaster and Political
Unrest on the Florida Frontier." Significantly, she looks at the figures and events that played a key role in Spanish East Florida's government during the early nineteenth century, a topic repeatedly
addressed by Florida historians for decades. Different, however, is
her focus on "environmental stress" and employment of "Disaster
Studies" as an interpretive tool for understanding political dynamics in St. Augustine. By surveying the societal impact of other hurricanes in the Caribbean, specifically those affecting Cuba, she
provides a commonly ignored link between events in Florida and
other locations. Johnson also succeeds in showing how traditional
emphasis on political and institutional factors can be augmented
through transnational frames of reference.
Larry Youngs focuses on tourism to illustrate Florida's hemispheric connections. In "The Sporting Set Winters in Florida:
Fertile Ground for the Leisure Revolution, 1870-1930," Youngs
offers a fresh look at tourists' notions of recreation and how their
mindsets and activities influenced the origins of modern Floridian
identity. Though patterns found in Florida resembled those found
elsewhere in the United States, Youngs makes clear that the international nature of tourism insured a steady influx of European
and Caribbean influences, most of which cannot be traced to any
specific nation or ethnic group. Youngs also points out the role
the environment played in creating the space in which these different groups from different regions of the world intermingled,
again showing that Florida was a crossroad for this transnational
resort community. Tourism as an evaluative tool lends itself to
transnational interpretations, and Florida, for obvious reasons,
provides a fertile ground for evaluating tourism.
Melanie Shell-Weiss displays the applicabilityof local studies to
transnational interpretations in the final article, "Coming North to
the South: Migration, Labor and City-Building in Twentieth
Century Miami." Like Youngs, Shell-Weiss addresses a setting long
9.

Daniel K. Richter, Faing East Jiwn Indian Count?:
America (Cambridge,Mass., 2001).
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studied by historians of Florida and does so through the prism of
black American identity, a conventional area of concentration for
United States historians. But Shell-Weiss challenges previous local
and national assessments by targeting the hybridity of the black
population in Miami-a
group including native-born African
Americans of various backgrounds and diverse Bahamian immigrants. What defined these populations living in Miami were not
only events taking place in the city and within the nation, but also
events and ideas within the Caribbean and Africa. This reality,
along with other transnational activities centered on migration
and labor, provide a broader context for understanding Florida's
role in past global interactions.
This special issue originated as a collaborative effort between
H-Florida and the W d a Histm'cal Qwrteri'y to highlight recent
scholarship on the region as interpreted through transnational
themes. The project that followed took the form of three interrelated phases. In Phase 1,we asked these four historians of Florida,
whose past works had dealt with global perspectives, to submit
abstracts in which they detailed the role of transnational themes in
their current research. We then submitted modified versions of
these abstracts as part of a panel proposal titled "New Approaches
to State and Local History: Florida from a Global Perspective" for
the 2004 meeting of the Southern Historical Association in
Memphis. The accepted proposal and resulting panel at the SHA
meeting consisted of a roundtable discussion dedicated to the specific issues and overall themes present in the contributors' preliminary essays.
In the midst of these activities, we initiated Phase 2, an online
symposium committed to gaining immediate feedback from
Florida's scholarly community on the contributors' original
research proposals. We posted a detailed twepage abstract of
each author's work for H-Florida subscribers to read. We then
solicited readers' comments, which also were posted on the HFlorida listserv. Subsequently, each author posted responses to
these critiques. After the symposium's conclusion, some H-Florida
subscribers attended the SHA session to continue the online dialogue in person. Phase 3 of the project consisted of preparing
extended versions of the original works for this special issue of the
FZmida Historical QuarterZy. In addition to the four full-length articles, at the end of this issue we have included abridged comments
from both earlier phases of the project. It should be noted that all
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol84/iss1/3
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comments and author responses pertain to the abstracts posted on
H-Florida only, and do not specifically refer to the extended
papers presented at the meeting of the Southern Historical
Association or published in this issue of the I;lmida Historical
Quarterly. The lone exception is the evaluation provided by Jack
Davis. His remarks were prepared in reference to the papers presented at the SHA meeting and constitute assessments of the
authors' works as they existed midway through this project.
These articles and observations provide important insight into
a uniquely collaborative process. Not generated in a vacuum or
disseminated to a small cadre of people, this process included the
articles' authors, H-Florida subscribers, attendees at the 2004
meeting of the SHA, and various people who tuned into the syrnposium after discovering it through word of mouth. This special
issue completes a two-year project beginning with the original conceptualization of the symposium. We initially envisioned this project as a way to utilize online technology in bringing people and
ideas from disparate locations and philosophical viewpoints
together for a singular, constructive purpose. At the time the project began, both editors and three of the four article contributors
resided outside of Florida, a reality that should promote discussion
among readers of this volume. Because of the internet, and specifically H-Net, we were able to organize people and ideas more
quickly then in the days of the 1932 AHA Conference or the 1963
Florida Historical Society meeting. We are reproducing these
comments in an abbreviated form as a final step to merge the virtual symposium with the real world.
Transnational frameworks will not resolve all of the issues
related to state and local history and its relevance to broader narratives. They do, however, offer alternative methods for expanding the impact of local studies and better understanding of the
superficiality of nation-state boundaries. Moreover, few regions
appear to be more suitable for transnational philosophies than
Florida. As an historic and modem site of international competition, cooperation, and interaction, Florida represents a setting that
defies simple categorization and invites multiple points of view.
Transnational approaches introduce new ways of deciphering
these points of view by reconciling local, regional, national, and
global considerations. In this sense, transnationalism fulfills
Bolton's vision and brings us to a greater understanding of "The
Epic of Greater Florida."
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